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starmine.ai 

"In the future AI will be diffused into every aspect of the economy." - Nils J. Nilsson, Founding 

researcher, Artificial Intelligence & Computer Science, Stanford University. 

 

http://starmine.ai/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nils_John_Nilsson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nils_John_Nilsson
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Introduction: 

Starmine is a robust and highly scalable platform for constructing, trading and exchanging advanced 

algorithmically generated on-demand datasets for Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence 

(AI) efforts. Datasets remain at the core of most advances in ML and Al. A dataset is typically made up 

of rows and columns, similar to an organized matrix or spreadsheet. Specifically, columns contain 

features along with continuously valued attributes or scores. These features and their scored 

attributes are stored as  

'supercolumns' and can be  automatically engineered, traded or exchanged by machines without 

human intervention. This can also be done with full anonymity using Starmine  tokens to execute and 

transact smart contracts where each dataset or each individual feature column in any dataset can be 

treated as a tradable asset which is transacted and executed via smart contracts on the blockchain. 

A commercial example of a Starmine built dataset with supercolumns can be found at Google's data 

science community, Kaggle. Starmine supercolumns and datasets are currently being built and 

transacted by a variety of institutions in the Financial and Cryptocurrency markets including hedge 

funds, data vendors and Data-as-a-Service (DaaS) providers at Starmine’s engineering community 

where Starmine tokens will be used to transact on-demand updated real-time datasets and 

supercolumns. The Starmine platform is currently being extended to service ML and AI efforts in 

additional industries such as Life Sciences/Pharmaceutical, Food, Energy, Travel, Automotive, 

Entertainment, Advertising etc. 

Objective: 

http://starmine.ai/
http://starmine.ai/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature_engineering
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature_engineering
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature_engineering
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature_engineering
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature_engineering
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature_engineering
https://www.kaggle.com/biomimic/periodic-table-of-elements-mapped-to-stocks
https://www.kaggle.com/biomimic/periodic-table-of-elements-mapped-to-stocks
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Our current commercial grade release customers (numbering over 150) are primarily data vendors 

and hedge funds who supply processed data to intelligence firms, institutions and companies with 

machine learning or artificial intelligence efforts. This functionality enables anyone or any machine 

(via API) to anonymously construct highly customizable featureengineered supercolumns for datasets 

based on dynamically updated data sources. 

The primary objective in extending the commercially released platform is to enable anyone or any 

machine to anonymously assemble unique and highly valued datasets made up of Starmine 

supercolumns and ‘package’ these datasets with their own algorithms, along with monetary value 

transacted via smart contracts where Starmine tokens are used. Each supercolumn, entire dataset 

and complete ‘package’ will have its own value placed on it by its current owner. Once any of these is 

created, they can be traded, exchanged, bought or sold. 

Market Opportunity:  

"In the future AI will be diffused into every aspect of the economy." - Nils J. Nilsson, Founding 

researcher, artificial intelligence & computer science, Stanford University. The adoption of Machine 

Learning and Artificial Intelligence applications and solutions continues to grow exponentially. The 

demand for data, including datasets along with the features and columns that make them up, 

continues to grow. Addressing this market which remains mostly uncultivated, makes up one of the 

largest opportunities in technology today. Additional industry markets & verticals targeted for growth 

in applied Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence: 
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• Food 

• Life Sciences/Pharmaceutical 

• Movies, TV, Music & Entertainment 

• Automotive 

• Travel 

• Products 

• Advertising 

• Customer Defined 

McKinsey reports estimate that between $18 billion and $27 billion were invested by large 

corporations in 2016; external investment (from VCs, PE firms, M&A, grants, and seed funding) was 

around$8 billion to $12 billion as shown in the chart below: 

http://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Industries/Advanced%20Electronics/Our%20Insights/How%20artificial%20intelligence%20can%20deliver%20real%20value%20to%20companies/MGI-Artificial-Intelligence-Discussion-paper.ashx
http://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Industries/Advanced%20Electronics/Our%20Insights/How%20artificial%20intelligence%20can%20deliver%20real%20value%20to%20companies/MGI-Artificial-Intelligence-Discussion-paper.ashx
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To more accurately grasp the huge potential of the market opportunity or the addressable market, an 

understanding of the data ecosystem that underpins all of Machine Learning and AI efforts today and 

in the near future. As the McKinsey Global Institute June 2017 report titled “Artificial Intelligence – 

The Next Digital Frontier?” describes it this way: “Artificial intelligence, as an idea, first appeared soon 

after humans developed the electronic digital computing that makes it possible. And, like digital 
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technology, artificial intelligence, or AI, has ridden waves of hype and gloom—with one exception: AI 

has not yet experienced wide-scale commercial deployment. 

That may be changing. Machines powered by AI can today perform many tasks—such as recognizing 

complex patterns, synthesizing information, drawing conclusions, and forecasting—that not long ago 

were assumed to require human cognition. And as AI’s capabilities have dramatically expanded, so 

has its utility in a growing number of fields. At the same time, it is worth remembering that machine 

learning has limitations. For example, because the systems are trained on specific data sets, they can 

be susceptible to bias; to avoid this, users must be sure to train them with comprehensive data sets. 

Nevertheless, we are seeing significant progress...” 

“… Data is at the heart of the disruptions occurring across economies and is recognized as an 

increasingly critical corporate asset. Without data, getting the AI engine started is impossible. 

Because of this, business leaders should know what data they already have access to and where they 

can obtain additional data relevant for their company’s future success. Google and Facebook are well-

known examples of companies that obtain most of their revenue through insights they extract from 

the enormous quantities of data their customers generate on a daily basis by using their services. 

One important capability will be making data usable that is not available in a relational format or that 

cannot be analyzed with traditional methodologies. Much data being produced in industry today is 

“flat data,” without relational structure—in manufacturing, an estimated 90 percent of data is flat. 39 
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Making this data usable requires new approaches that can efficiently handle large volumes of 

different types of data—for example, NoSQL and Hadoop technologies.  

Firms also need to recognize potentially distinctive types of data that can create a competitive edge in 

AI-enabled product offerings. Customer sentiment and geo-locational real-time event data are 

examples of differentiating data for which competition for exclusive access is likely to intensify. 

Certain data may become valuable only if combined with other data sources in a larger ecosystem. 

Given the rapidly increasing data output from sensors, machinery, and social networks, organizations 

face challenges in how to handle such massive streams of information. While some use cases for such 

data will be very concrete, with clear requirements, other potential uses will be fuzzy or not yet fully 

defined. Some use cases will require significant time series of data, while others may require real-

time data. Companies will need to decide which data to store in their original granularity and which to 

aggregate or pre-analyze. With increasing data storage capacities in the cloud as well as more 

powerful “edge” computing capabilities close to sensors, flexibility increases rapidly.” 

This kind of data-centric environment places Starmine in front of a unique and powerful opportunity 

connected to providing   on-demand updating algorithmically generated and human curated datasets 

for any ML or AI effort.  

As the market for ML and AI applications increases the market for algorithmically generated datasets 

also increases. Here are a few data points describing growth in this sector:  
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Products: 
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We have focused the current commercial grade Starmine platform with on the financial industry. 

Within the financial domain, products are powered by public and private data sources including global 
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search trends, sentiment, social trends, scientific literature, public filings and contracts, patents and 

APIs combined with human curation. Some of these sources are currently described in the 2nd option 

in one of our customizable interfaces as seen in the figure below and via commercially available 

interfaces located http://starmine.ai :  

 

http://starmine.ai/
http://starmine.ai/
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The primary objective in extending the commercially released platform is to enable anyone or any 

machine to anonymously assemble unique and highly valued datasets made up of Starmine 

supercolumns and ‘package’ these datasets with their own algorithms, along with monetary value via 

where Starmine tokens are used. Each supercolumn, entire dataset and complete ‘package’ will have 

its own value placed on it by its current owner. Once any of these is created, they can be traded, 

exchanged, bought or sold. 

The value or worth of one of these packages can be best described in an article titled “Profiting from 

Python & Machine Learning in the Financial Markets” where supercolumns were built for a dataset 

that resulted in unique clusters of equities resulting in gains beyond overall market returns as shown 

here: 

https://hackernoon.com/unsupervised-machine-learning-for-fun-profit-with-basket-clusters-17a1161e7aa1
https://hackernoon.com/unsupervised-machine-learning-for-fun-profit-with-basket-clusters-17a1161e7aa1
https://hackernoon.com/unsupervised-machine-learning-for-fun-profit-with-basket-clusters-17a1161e7aa1
https://hackernoon.com/unsupervised-machine-learning-for-fun-profit-with-basket-clusters-17a1161e7aa1
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Resulting clusters of stocks. 
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Clusters converted to baskets of stocks with historical returns. 

Next phases include commercial grade roll-out to a variety of industry verticals.  

Customer use cases currently include: Unsupervised Machine Learning, Artificial  

Intelligence, additional signal boosting, advanced real-time clustering or visualization for Stocks 

(NYSE, Nasdaq, OTC), Cryptocurrencies (BTC, ETH, LTC), ETFs & Options based on user-defined 

supercolumns & feature labels. 

Technology: 

“Coming up with features is difficult, time-consuming, requires expert knowledge. ‘Applied machine 

learning’ is basically feature engineering." - Andrew Ng, (Google Brain Deep Learning founder, 

former Baidu AI Chief) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_Ng
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_Ng
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Adding feature attributes via columns placed to a dataset can result in boosting the overall signal 

found in the data.  To achieve this goal, a data acquisition process occurs followed by the processing 

of that data to establish mathematical vectors that form a relationship network which can be used to 

automatically engage in large-scale feature engineering.  

For automated feature engineering and supercolumn construction for datasets, Starmine uses an 

ensemble of algorithmic approaches in the areas of Matrix Factorization,  

Reinforcement Learning (RL), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), Recurrent Neural Networks  

(RNNs), advanced Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Probabilistic Graphical Models (PBMs). The 

finished product from this pipeline results in one or more supercolumns that can be combined to 

form a unique dataset or dataset augmentation for generating context-controlled clusters, acute 

relationships or boosting overall signal in ML and AI operations. 

In general, a dataset can be represented by a number of blocks or smart contracts on the blockchain 

as each of these would be  

The system also provides a recommendation engine to guide ML and AI systems in the automated 

process of selecting features or labels.  

Operational supercolumn dataset pipeline in use today for the financial and cryptocurrency markets: 
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Starmine is enabled with an interface that allows human curators or experts to automatically engage 

in feature engineering in terms of generating supercolumns for unique customized anonymous 

datasets. These supercolumns, once created by an individual or a machine, are then ready to be 

placed in the blockchain with an associated smart contract.  

Once this process is complete, supercolumns can be traded and exchanged anonymously for 

augmentation to any other datasets as automatically requested by any other ML or AI operation.  
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Revenue Model: 

Our revenue model includes three tiers of pay-as-you-go and on-demand pricing models that can fit 

the budget of an individual or institution: 

 

Starmine 3 – Year revenue projections: 

 
Starmine currently uses Stripe payment processing for transactions, however, Starmine Tokens will be 

used at a discount to any fiat currency. Revenue projections as Starmine tokens are used to transact 

dataset assets combined with standard fiat currency: 
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Customer Acquisition, Sales & Marketing Strategy: 

Our use of funds will include building out a sales and marketing team based on current product-to-

market fit. Our partnership strategy, which includes using our currently released products and 

technology to open doors for us, is closely related to our sales and marketing strategy. Our team has 

had direct hands-on experience in this area for many years. We think long term and consider every 

customer as a potential partner of ours.  

Quickly expanding into other vertical markets including Life Sciences/Pharmaceutical, Food, Energy, 

Travel, Automotive, Entertainment, Advertising etc. will be the primary focus of our customer 

acquisition, sales and marketing strategy. 

ICO Details & Participation: 

Token name: SME (Starmine Tokens) 

Token value: 1 ETH = 2000 SME (Starmine Tokens) 

Tokens created: 2 Billion coins pre-mined 

Tokens held by the management team: 310 Million  

Tokens held by pre-ICO participants: 1.090 Billion 

Tokens available during the ICO: 600 million coins or 30% 

Starmine plans to launch the ICO on the 30th of September, 2017. It will end on the 16th of October, 

2017 or until the maximum cap is reached.  

Accepted Currencies: ETH 
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Transaction of Currencies:  

ETH can be sent to the list of addresses, which will be published on the Starmine website 

before the Starmine ICO. 

Allocation & Use of Funds: 

Funds from the Starmine ICO will be used as growth capital for the purpose of scaling Starmine 

operations globally. This includes expanding dataset and automated supercolumn feature engineering 

construction and transactions across all industries. In addition, capital will be used to ramp up a sales 

and marketing organization along with data engineering operations including security, customer 

support, maintenance, joint development agreements, legal expenses and PR. 

We currently have team of engineers in Silicon Valley and abroad which we intend to expand 

significantly including acquiring additional offices. 

Team  

Kasian Franks (HN | LinkedIn | Medium) 
As a 25-year Silicon Valley veteran and pioneer in digital content streaming before Netflix and Amazon entered the space.  

Franks started as a software engineer working for companies such as Genentech, Sun, Oracle, Cisco, Motorola and 

Morningstar. In 2005, as a genomic research scientist at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, he  

was the lead inventor of new vector space representations of hidden relationship networks in data along with pattern recognition systems aiming to 

mimic portions of human cognition. While at the Lab, he co-authored a paper with Michael I. Jordan (machine learning maestro and doctoral advisor to 

Andrew Ng) titled “Statistical modeling of biomedical corpora: mining the Caenorhabditis  

Genetic Center Bibliography for genes related to life span - Blei DM1, Franks K, Jordan MI, Mian IS.”. Following this, he co-founded  

SeeqPod in partnership with Berkeley Lab and the U.S. Department of Energy that was then headed by Steven Chu, Energy Secretary in President 

Obama’s first term and winner of Nobel Prize in Physics (1997). SeeqPod was a consumer-facing streaming data  

https://news.ycombinator.com/user?id=KasianFranks
https://news.ycombinator.com/user?id=KasianFranks
http://linkedin.com/in/kasianfranks
http://linkedin.com/in/kasianfranks
https://medium.com/startup-study-group/steve-jobs-made-warner-music-sue-my-startup-9a81c5a21d68
https://medium.com/startup-study-group/steve-jobs-made-warner-music-sue-my-startup-9a81c5a21d68
http://spectrum.ieee.org/robotics/artificial-intelligence/machinelearning-maestro-michael-jordan-on-the-delusions-of-big-data-and-other-huge-engineering-efforts
http://spectrum.ieee.org/robotics/artificial-intelligence/machinelearning-maestro-michael-jordan-on-the-delusions-of-big-data-and-other-huge-engineering-efforts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_Ng
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_Ng
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1533868
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1533868
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1533868
https://energy.gov/contributors/dr-steven-chu
https://energy.gov/contributors/dr-steven-chu
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search/discovery/recommendation platform originally powering Spotify and others while attracting 50 million monthly active users and 250 million 

monthly search and recommendation queries. In 2008, his team won the R&D100 award. The company was acquired in 2009. He continues to spend his 

time mentoring startup founders and advising hedge funds on Machine Learning, Natural Language Processing (NLP), Artificial Intelligence and data 

science strategies.  

Mike Muldoon (LinkedIn) 
Mike's first program was an ad-lib game, which he wrote in 5th grade on a TRS-80 owned by the school's computer club. He 

has since established a track record of leading large projects from concept to delivery, and brings over 20 years of experience 

to Starmine.ai. As employee #1 at SeeqPod, he took the product from  

whiteboard to 50M monthly active users, delivering an architecture that deployed hundreds of servers across seven different data centers pushing 

1.6Gb/s of traffic. 

Caleb Pate (LinkedIn) 
Caleb is currently working in Data Science, AI & Machine Learning with a focus on feature engineering and 

cryptocurrencies while continuing to define, explore and solve problems related to recommendation systems. As a member 

of the founding team at  SeeqPod, he built the core Music Recommendation & Curation strategy. He played in a band with 

an international following and ran an independent music label and continues to create new musical worlds as a Producer, Musician and DJ. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mikemuldoon/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mikemuldoon/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/calebpatesf/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/calebpatesf/

